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DISC personality test | take this free DISC profile
Your highest score is your predominate personality type. # A B C D 1. Restrained Forceful Careful Expressive 2. Pioneering
Correct Exciting Satisfied 3. Willing Animated Bold Precise 4. Argumentative Doubting Indecisive Unpredictable 5.
Respectful Out-going Patient Daring 6. Persuasive Self-reliant Logical Gentle 7.

How to Answer a DISC Test or Assessment | Balanced Work Life
DISC stands for Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, and Conscientiousness, and completing the assessment helps predict
your behavior towards others and the everyday things you do. The Disc personality test doesn’t measure intelligence or
mental health, it tests your preferences, tendencies – your unique behavioral style.

DISC Personality Test - Free DISC assessment template
A DISC personality test will help you to rapidly gain insights into your blend of DISC personality and behavioral traits. With
this knowledge, you can better connect and communicate with others. In about 10 minutes, you’ll have a better
understanding of why you communicate the way you do. Using this understanding, you can communicate more effectively.
With your DISC personality test results, you can: Immediately improve your communication skills; Connect with co-workers
more effectively

Free Personality Test from mydiscprofile
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DISC is not a test. A test you can pass or fail or fall somewhere in between, but what DISC measures are behavioral styles. If
you demonstrate that you are more conservative than demanding does that mean you failed? You are a measure of the
behaviors you use and adapt to. The only way to fail a DISC assessment is to lie on it.

DISC Personality Test Online & DISC Testing
A Free DISC Personality Test Gain Insights to Build Better, Stronger, more Fulfilling Relationships Use this Free DISC
Personality Test to get a fast estimate of your DISC profile based on answers to 12 short questions. It's fast and it's free.
You can probably finish it in less than 10 minutes.

Bing: Disc Personality Test Answers
Integrity questioning may be part of a personality test or a separate test. A lie scale measures the position of a test answer
on a gamut from lie to truth. The scale functions as a kind of lie detector. But even if you’re as truthful as Honest Abe,
people under pressure of testing sometimes give questionable answers.

Disc Personality Test Answers
Below is a chart to help you understand some of the characteristics of each of the Four Basic DISC Styles, so you can
interact with each style more effectively. Although behavioral style is only a partial description of personality, it is quite
useful in describing how a person behaves, and is perceived, in personal, social and work situations

DiSC Personality Profile Assessment - Montana SHRM
The DISC Profile System is an online personal assessment tool used to help people understand their communication styles
and identify their personal strengths and weaknesses. To get your test results: At the end of the assessment your results
are ON the confirmation page but you must scroll down to see them.

Home - DISC Personality Testing
DISC is a very popular behavior assessment tool with quite accurate results. This DISC test based on the theory of
psychologist William Moulton Marston published in 1928. It suggests four main personality types: Dominance (D), Influence
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(I), Steadiness (S), and Conscientiousness (C).

FoundationsU - foundationsu.com
Learn more about personality tests, as well as the DiSC personality test. Why You Should Prepare For An Employment
Personality Test. The key to reducing stress is coming to the personality test prepared. Stress is an important factor in
taking a personality test. “Right” and “Wrong” Answers On The Pre-Employment Personality Test.

The Ultimate Guide to the DiSC Assessment and Personality Test
A. How to find your DISC personality pattern. 1. Enter . your DISC scores: D . I S C . 2. Circle any letter that has a score over
30. 3. Now enter the letters you circled in the following space, with highest score first, second highest . score second, etc. 4.
Look for this . sequence of letters . below; the corresponding personality pattern is the one that your DISC scores indicate

DISC Personality Assessment - Take the DISC Test for Free
C-Style = Compliant, Conscientious, Organized, Creative. One’s DISC Style will be 1 to 3 letters in combination, although
pure styles are more rare. For example: DIS or CI would be more common. This style combination is based off of the DISC
traits that plot highest on the graphs.

What is the DiSC assessment? - DiSC Profile
The DiSC assessment is the personality test that can unlock your potential as a leader, improve your communication at
work and at home, and lead you to unlock the deeper insights of self-awareness. The DiSC assessment tools have been
used by more than 40 million people to improve the work environment, get more done and reduce stress. 01:20

Frequently Asked Questions - PeopleKeys
Take Your Free DISC Personality Test Now. You're ready to get started with your free test, which will take just a few minutes
to complete. You'll get the best results if you quickly select the most natural answers, rather than trying to think too hard
about the meaning of the questions. First name(s) Last name: E-mail address:

How to Perform Well During a Personality Test
- dummies
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The second version, the 15-question DISC Personality Test Online, is designed for younger audiences and uses simpler
language.. For each of the 15 questions, you will arrange the answers in order from 1 to 4. 1 being the least like you, 2
being the second least, 3 being more like you, and 4 being the most like you.

Free DISC Test - DISC Personality Testing
DiSC Personality Profile that are a real ‘test’ to me.” Provide direct answers, be brief and to the point. Ask “what” questions,
not how Stick to business, results they desire Outline possibilities for person to get results, solve problems, be in charge

You've Got Personality!
This online DISC assessment is designed to test personality by calculating your personal DISC profile based on your
everyday typical behavior. Simply fill out the inventory like you would with other online personality tests. It's quick and
without any obligations. The DISC test is, together with the Jung test and Big Five personality test, one of the most well
known personality tests worldwide.

UNDERSTANDING YOURSELF (DISC) - Heartland Church
DISC, (an acronym of Dominance, Influence, Steadiness, Compliance), is considered a far more practical and useful
personality test by industry professionals. Whereas other tests can be useful in discovering a person's inner personality, a
DISC psychometric profile also reveals the individual's behavioral traits - essential information for a would-be employer or
HR department, (and yourself, of course!)

Pre-Employment Personality Test Tips - A Guide to Success
DiSC is an acronym that stands for the four main personality profiles described in the DiSC model: (D)ominance, (i)nfluence,
(S)teadiness and (C)onscientiousness. People with D personalities tend to be confident and place an emphasis on
accomplishing bottom-line results.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES & HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY
HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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